It's Giving Tuesday!
Please join, renew or donate today &
help BRI continue to make a difference
for medical students.
Greetings!
Many early BRI student leaders are now practicing doctors, healthcare policy advocates, and
mentors to the new cohort of BRI leaders. We are so proud and thankful for them being part of
our long-term work.
Your donations make BRI's longevity and dedication to our mission possible.
We would be honored to receive a part of your charitable giving this year to help BRI
continue this work. Today, on this Giving Tuesday it's the perfect time to JOIN,
RENEW, or DONATE to BRI.

We hope you find the information BRI provides valuable and inspiring,
But more importantly, healthcare affects us all, and BRI is here
educating, informing and enlightening the next generation of doctors in
optimal healthcare policy approaches.

Students: Click on this secure
button to join and add any
donation amount to your membership. Thank
you!
Non-students, doctors, faculty,
healthcare professionals and
members of the public: Click on this secure

button to donate any amount. Thank you!
Your generous contributions help yet
another medical student have hope for his or
her future as a doctor. Thank you!
BRI relies on yearly student memberships and general supporter donations to stay in this
long--often frustrating--fight for healthcare freedom. We must not give up. Doctors and their
patients are relying on us to get it right.
Every time I hear from one more student who has been inspired by free market healthcare
possibilities, I choose to keep rallying on. Thank you for helping us continue our vital work.
In partnership,

Beth Haynes, MD
Medical Director
Benjamin Rush Institute
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